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The content of this publication may be reprinted with the following acknowledgement: This material was reprinted, with permission, from the National Sexual Violence Resource Center’s publication entitled The advocate’s guide: Working with parents of children who have been sexually assaulted. Also available online at the Lifespan webpage of National Sexual Violence Resource Center website: http://www.nsvrc.org/projects/lifespan/sexual-violence-against-children.
This guide is designed for sexual assault program advocates working with non-offending parents and/or caregivers of children who have experienced sexual assault. The suggestions and strategies are intended for use with children under the age of 13. Additionally, the following terms and their definitions will apply:

The primary client: The child who was victimized is the primary client. While many advocates work directly with children, other advocates may not. Regardless, the child is the ultimate focus of your advocacy. Supporting parents or caregivers is necessary so that they can in turn support their child. This guide promotes a system of care with the child at the center.

Parent/caregiver/guardian: The guide will use the term “parent(s)” or “caregiver(s)” for ease of writing throughout the document. These words are meant to refer to the primary person caring for the well-being of the child. When used in the singular format, these terms are meant to include multiple parents, caregivers, and/or guardians caring for children who are both biologically related and otherwise.

Person-first language: Throughout this document, the terms “victim” and “survivor” are used interchangeably to be inclusive of the various ways people who have experienced sexual violence may identify. The National Sexual Violence Resource Center (NSVRC) recognizes and supports the use of person-first terminology that honors and respects the whole person, including people who have been sexually assaulted as well as people who have offended. Therefore, you will also see terminology such as “child who has been abused” and “person who has sexually offended” throughout the guide.

Pronouns: There is an attempt, as much as possible, to keep this material gender neutral. This is done for several reasons: one is to acknowledge that victims can be any gender, as can be the people who sexually offend. Another is to respect that gender is not always transparent and people self-identify in a manner that may be personal and not obvious or gender non-conforming. However, there are times when utilizing gender-based pronouns are necessary for sentence clarity. In the guide, while one reference may use the term “she” or “he,” the concepts apply to all.

State variations: While the work of advocates may be similar across the country, other processes, particularly within the legal system, are often handled differently from state to state, and even between jurisdictions within a single state. There was an attempt made in this resource to use examples that will apply to advocates regardless of the state in which they work.

TIP sheets: At various places in this document, you will see references to TIP sheets or Trauma Informed Parenting Sheets. These are designed to be offered to parents as additional supports by advocates. TIP sheets can be found in the Appendix of this publication as well as on the Lifespan project page of nsvrc.org at www.nsvrc.org/projects/lifespan
Connecting with Parents

Depending on the setting, children who have been sexually abused may be referred to as “cases,” “clients,” “victims,” or “survivors.” But to those who love these children, they are sons, daughters, nephews, nieces, or godchildren. And to parents, they are the “baby,” “sweetie,” “bubba,” “sis,” “pookie,” and the “snugs” of their lives. Parents are typically not bracing themselves for a day when their child will become a victim of sexual violence. It is normal to push aside that possibility despite ongoing news and information that child sexual abuse is a frequent occurrence. So, if it happens, it can be shocking. The pain can run deep.

A parent’s reaction to the news that their child has been sexually assaulted varies greatly. People respond to crisis in different ways and carry their entire history of life experiences with them into crisis. Therefore, advocates can be most helpful when they bring this understanding into conversations with parents, helping them through their reactions without judgment. The ultimate goal is to connect with parents in a manner that will keep the conversation and learning moving forward with trust and respect. Those who have been doing this work for any length of time know this is easier said than done in some instances.

Many advocates will cite working with parents as their greatest challenge. While it often goes smoothly and the parent receives exactly what they need, advocates sometimes report that working with parents is their weakest area. For those who are not parents, some may feel they would be unable to relate with a parent. For others, it is difficult to work with parents who do not believe their child. And for others still, it is difficult working with parents who want to know every word spoken by everyone and believe that confidentiality applies only to others.

Philosophy of child-centered advocacy with parents

Advocacy directed only at a child is temporary support for a long-term issue. Advocacy directed toward supporting and educating a parent can last a lifetime for the child.

Advocacy directed only at a child is temporary support for a long-term issue. Advocacy directed toward supporting and educating a parent can last a lifetime for the child.
and refocus on what the parent needs in order to best support the child. There will be times when services may appear to be all about the parent with nothing directed toward the child. However, the service delivery perspective is that parents are nurtured and supported so that they can, in turn, nurture and support their child.

Children primarily need the support of their parents. Research indicates that parental support after disclosure may be a key factor in reducing the impact of sexual abuse and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) symptoms in a child (Bernard-Bonnin, Hebert, Daigualault, & Allard-Dansereau, 2008; Everson, Hunter, Runyon, Edelsohn, & Coulter, 1989).

It is helpful to convey the philosophy of a child-centered approach from the very beginning of our work to parents and caregivers. Even our job titles can make an impact in conveying a child-centered approach.

The beginning conversation may sound something like this:

**Advocate**

“Hi, my name is Jayden, and I am a Child Advocate. I will be the one to assist you and your child. My job is to provide you with support and information so that you can better support and guide your child.

You are the expert about your child, and I am the expert about the healing process and working with the different systems that you may be involved with. We will work together to make sure your child gets what she needs. How does that sound?”

**A CHILD-CENTERED APPROACH**

Position titles can help to convey and reinforce the child-centered approach to advocacy. We often take job titles for granted, but they can have a lot of meaning in terms of how services are framed and provided. Rape crisis centers can consider adding “Child Advocate” to traditional “Advocate” roles to more specifically reflect work on behalf of children.

**SKILLS IN CHILD-CENTERED ADVOCACY WITH PARENTS**

Advocacy work allows us the privilege of working with a variety of people during a time of crisis. Most people deal with crisis in their most familiar, natural manner. Advocacy then becomes a matter of learning and honoring that which is important and even sacred to the child and parent as they deal with the trauma of sexual assault. This section contains some helpful skills that will assist you in working with parents.

**Culture**

Providing advocacy within a culturally relevant framework is a foundational basis for effective advocacy. However, it is likely the most difficult task to accomplish, and requires constant attentiveness to the parent and/or child with whom you are interacting. Culture can be invisible as it encompasses many facets of a person’s identity beyond race alone.

Culture is generally defined as the norms, values, and traditions that are shared across generations (Warrier, 2005). Culture is multifaceted and can be thought of as the compilation of race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, disability, economic class, geographical location, religion, immigration status, and other characteristics. Our cultural identity naturally shifts as we grow and change over the course of our lives.

Connections between oppression and culture

Before discussing culturally relevant approaches in working with parents, it is important to examine how culture and oppression can interact in our work.

There are cultural groups that have a history of oppression in the United States. While there is great resilience within marginalized groups, the continuing consequences of oppression can affect who we see in our centers, who we don’t see, and how our services are provided and received.

At different periods during our country’s history, many communities experienced law enforcement and social services as agents of oppression rather than agents of justice and assistance. Many of our services and approaches to advocacy continue to have roots in white, English-speaking, able-bodied, middle class, female, heterosexual victim typology. Our rape crisis centers do not always reflect the cultural diversity and realities of the people seeking services. It is critical that advocates recognize the possible perceptions that both their organization and they themselves may present to the people they are trying to serve.

Despite our best intentions, we may not be trusted right away. We may be perceived as being part of an oppressive system rather than a confidential and safe place for children and their caregivers. Building trust and rapport is an essential first step when working with anyone – especially with those who identify with populations traditionally marginalized and at times mistreated by service providers.
Parents, Children, Families, and Culture

Every person has a cultural identity. Many people may have a difficult time putting their cultural identity into words because they simply live it and is what they consider to be the “norm.” Our individual cultural identity may greatly influence how we interact with others. It is natural to view the world from our own cultural perspective. This perspective may be an asset to our work with some parents, but may be a hindrance with others. The most effective advocacy begins with self-awareness while we work to understand and prioritize the cultural strengths and needs of the people we are serving. Our personal cultural beliefs are present, but secondary.

There will be times when a parent may clash with the cultural identity of their own child. For example, a parent may practice a religion to which the child has no connection. This may influence your advocacy. It may require you to assist the parent in seeing that the child’s needs at this time are more important than the parent’s own personal beliefs. A parent may feel obligated to preserve the family at all costs, which means staying connected to the person who offended while the child deserves protection from further abuse. Or a mom may want to reach out for help, but is worried that in doing so, her sexual orientation will become obvious and she is not out in her conservative faith community.

How a parent processes and responds to the needs of the child can be greatly influenced by cultural norms and expectations around family, help-seeking, communication, and privacy. Parents’ cultural history and lived experience will influence their reaction to the sexual assault of their child as well as the systems, protocols, and professionals with which they find themselves suddenly interfacing. Advocates can show respect toward the cultural identities of their clients by being keenly attentive to each individual’s values and beliefs. Culture is as unique as each parent, and requires individualized attention.

Expanding our cultural competence

Effective advocacy hinges on cultural competence. Cultural competence refers to “an individual and program’s ability to honor and respect those beliefs, interpersonal styles, attitudes and behaviors both of families who are clients and the multicultural staff providing services” (Denboba, Braqdon, Epstein, Garthright, & Goldman, 1998). Achieving cultural competence is a dynamic and ongoing process that requires long-term commitment.

Individuals and organizations play important roles in building culturally relevant services for survivors of sexual violence. While this goes beyond the scope of this guide, there are some important steps to consider:

- A first step in building culturally-relevant approaches is recognizing our own cultural identities and how those identities influence our roles as advocates and our work with parents and children.

Developing cultural relevance is not just about “the other.” Self-awareness is the first step toward greater awareness and respect for cultures beyond our own. This step allows us to recognize and harness our strengths (and privilege) for good, while recognizing and keeping our biases in check to avoid doing harm. (Examples of self-assessments can be found at Georgetown University’s National Center for Cultural Competence (n.d.) and Illinois Career and Technical Education (n.d.)

- It is important in our role as advocates to acquire a learned comfort with multiple cultural groups. Advocates can commit to learning as much as possible about the various cultural identities that their clients hold, while also understanding that cultural groups themselves are diverse as are the spectrums of beliefs, values, and norms that exist within every cultural group (Warrier, 2005).

- Ongoing training and skill development is needed as opposed to a “once and done” approach. Individual clients, coworkers, or community members who identify with specific cultural groups should not shoulder the burden of educating others about their culture. With the support of their organizations, advocates can proactively seek out information and learning opportunities about diverse communities through trainings, staff development, and community involvement. Churches, community centers, or other organizations who serve particular cultures may be useful to partner with and learn from.

- Organizations can ensure that their intake questions and processes honor and reflect various cultural identities. There are resources available to assist organizations in beginning to learn more about developing culturally relevant approaches to advocacy. See, for example, Opening Our Doors: Building Strong Sexual Assault Services in Dual/Multi-Service Advocacy Agencies, available online at http://tinyurl.com/nu296gx.
**Behavior Styles**

There are many learning, personality, and behavior style models that can help explain how different people think, feel, and behave. This document will highlight two models, the Thinking-Feeling-Acting model and a cognitive processing style colloquially called *Inner* and *Outer World*. Characteristics of both are easy to identify and could help advocates in their interactions with parents and caregivers.

**A Thinking-Feeling-Acting (TFA) model by Hutchins (1984)**

The Thinking-Feeling-Acting (TFA) model by Hutchins (1984) assumes that people have a primary mode of behaving within various circumstances. When presented with a problem or situation, everyone responds by thinking, feeling, and acting (TFA). People may differ in the order in which they think, feel, or act in response to that problem or situation. They may also differ in where they spend the most time, or “dwell,” in order to work through the problem or situation.

The place where people dwell is significant in terms of advocacy work. Everyone has a primary dwelling place in terms of thinking, feeling, and acting to different circumstances. While a person may operate in each of these modes, there is generally one primary mode that an individual will use. This primary mode is the one that most people default to in a crisis.

- **THINKING** oriented people stay in their head. They think through everything by gathering information and opinions.
- **FEELING** oriented people interact with the world based on their emotions.
- **ACTION** oriented people solve problems in motion.

How this applies: Thinking oriented parents of a child who has been sexually assaulted will likely want information about every step of the process. Information comforts them. They analyze and assess every detail of every problem and when they are done, they start all over again. They are often told that they “overthink” everything. Successful advocacy with thinking-oriented parents will call for providing as much information and as many resources as possible, and answering any questions they may have about the process.

Feeling-oriented parents, on the other hand, interact with the world based on emotions. They talk with feeling words and express emotions outwardly. They usually start their sentences with “I feel like...” or “this feels so...”. They are often told they wear their heart on their sleeve. People who dwell in emotions need their feelings validated and processed before they are able to hear anything logical or action-oriented. Successful advocacy with feeling oriented parents would call for listening to and validating their emotions. This will help them to move on to the next step they need to take.

In contrast, action-oriented people solve problems in motion. They constantly ask “What can we do?” or “How can we fix this?”. Action-oriented people need to do in order to feel as though they are being useful or productive. They often hear the message “You are like a bull in a china shop,” or “You need to think before you act,” or “you are so impulsive.” Successful advocacy with action-oriented people will call for giving a task, homework, or research between phone calls. They want to be actively involved in the process. Some ideas that might keep them engaged are giving them a referral list to call, or asking them to keep track of behavioral, emotional, or physical changes they see in their child.

**Cognitive Processing Style: “Inner World” versus “Outer World”**

There is one more useful model to integrate into advocacy work related to how people process information that is given to them. These styles are called “Inner World” and “Outer World.” This vernacular is preferred over the more common “introvert” and “extrovert,” which has come to be associated with shy and outgoing personality traits respectively. The terminology here describes how people interact with information, not how they interact with others. “Inner World” people process information internally, silently in their heads. They process information internally before they speak it out loud. They often get pegged as aloof, shy, or quiet. This is not necessarily true however. An “Inner World” person can be perfectly friendly and outgoing, but they tend to observe, then process, then speak. Your best advocacy work with an inner world person will have you providing information and giving them time to process on their own. It is very likely they will call back with additional questions or information.

“Outer World” people, on the other hand, talk out loud to process. You will know their every thought, even though it might not be their final thought. They do their best work externally, out loud. They are good at generating ideas and alternatives. Advocacy with an “Outer World” person will require you to talk through issues and listen to them process out loud. They will use you as sounding board.

**Putting it all together:** The following chart illustrates the ways both style theories can show themselves in parenting behavior.
The scenario

You receive a call from a mom who was told to call because her son reported to the school counselor that Uncle Joe touched his penis while they were bathing together when he was babysitting him.

Thinking-Feeling-Acting (TFA) Style

Thinking

Mom: I can’t understand how this happened without me knowing. And why he didn’t tell me. I’m trying to make sense of this in my head.

Advocate: It’s very hard to understand why things like this happen. I can understand why it is so confusing to you. It will take some time for it to sink in. There are lots of reasons why kids don’t tell right away and why they don’t tell a parent first. We can take some time to process this. There is no hurry. I will support you along the way.

Assessment: Acknowledge the thought that mom is having. Avoid giving ready answers but rather help mom process it by giving her information. Remember that “Inner World” people need to mull things over in their heads. So giving them information without an expectation that they interact with it right away is important. They tend to be good listeners and take in information even if it appears they are being silent and non-responsive. Pauses and silence are OK and frequent with “Inner World” thinking-oriented people.

Feeling

Mom: I feel so scared and sad for my son. Can I call you back? I feel so upset I just want to be alone for a while.

Advocate: This must feel so overwhelming to you. I feel for where this has your heart. I want you to know I will offer you support throughout this whole process. You are not alone.

Assessment: Validating the emotion is key. The “Inner World” thinking-oriented person needs time to process on her own. Validate, and then give space. It is fine to add educational pieces as well. It is important to remember that the emotion needs to be dealt with first.

Acting

Mom: I am so mad, I trusted him and he betrayed us. I need to tell the family and warn them all.

Advocate: I can understand why you want to tell the family. Would it help if we made a list of the things that are important to tell?

Assessment: Action-oriented “Inner World” people need to be doing something, but because of their inner world tendencies, you will not always know that the action they are taking is the best and most helpful to the child. Because of their “Inner World” tendencies, they may not share it until after the fact. So, setting up some kind of check-in system becomes important.
**THINKING**

Mom: I can't even think straight since the school called me. There are a million things running through my mind. Do you think I need to call the police? I think I need to go pick him up. But I am thinking that maybe I should call my husband first. I have no idea what he will think about all of this. I am so confused.

**Advocate:** Your son is so fortunate to have a mom like you who is such a thoughtful and deliberate thinker. Can we slow things down a bit and think about one thing at a time? I think that might help. What do you think about that?

**Assessment:** The advocate in this scenario is trying to slow mom down by focusing on one thought at a time. Thinking-oriented “Outer World” people who are in crisis can have a mind that travels a mile a minute and races faster than words can be put to the thought. Talking in a calm, logical manner will help to settle their mind. Stay in the thinking, logical realm. This, in itself, brings a thinking-oriented person into a calm place. Make the problem sound solvable and logical. Do not jump to emotion or action until you have processed it from a logical, thinking-oriented manner.

**FEELING**

Mom: I am so mad about this whole situation. He betrayed me. I trusted him. I feel so hurt that he could do this to me. Have you heard of anything like this before? Do kids recover from this? He is my brother and I feel like I have given him trust and he gives me heartache. I have not stopped crying since they called. I am so devastated by this. I don’t even know how I am supposed to feel. How am I supposed to recover from this? I feel sick to my stomach.

**Advocate:** You have a lot of strong feelings running through you. I feel like your son is so lucky to have such a caring mother. Tell me more about feeling betrayed by him. What does that bring up for you?

**Assessment:** It is important to validate the feeling of mom first and foremost. And, as much as possible, connect back to how this is a positive thing for her son. Validating her feeling and her parenting is very important. After validation, circle back around so that she knows you truly want to understand how she feels.

**ACTING**

Mom: Tell me what to do. We need to get justice here. Who do we need to report this to? Do you think it is going to get anywhere? I’ve heard all kinds of things about how justice is never served. How can I ensure this guy never gets out of jail? How much time will he serve? Do you have a list of lawyers I can call to get things rolling right away? When can I set up counseling? We need to get things taken care of.

**Advocate:** You are such a strong advocate for your child. I can tell that you want to get things done. Let’s talk more about the kinds of things you can do now; and the things that can wait until later. It will be hard to do too much at one time, but your son will certainly benefit from your quick and decisive action. We also want to make sure that we do not get too far ahead of the police and other people who have a role in making sure justice is served. How about we come up with a plan and a possible timeline?

**Assessment:** The mom’s desire for action needs to be commended and validated. However, action-oriented people in this system can be their own worst enemy if they take action without a plan. As much as possible, praise them for their desire to take action, but make sure to assist them with the plan on how to carry out their action. Action-oriented people who are “Outer World” need to say it and DO it. But they will often need assistance creating a plan. Assist in a plan for DOING and it will usually satisfy their need for action. Help them to be constructive and on point with their action.
KNOW THYSELF

Personalize it! It is essential for advocates to first and foremost know their own style. It is important to know that under stress, our individual interaction style shows itself even stronger. Everyone tends to fall to their most natural way of being when faced with crisis.

Take a few minutes to reflect on what your primary style is and note it here:

What is your primary mode or dwelling place: Thinking, Feeling, or Acting?

Are you “inner world” or “outer world”?

Intentional advocacy allows the client to operate in their natural style while the advocate bends to accommodate them.

It is a natural tendency for advocates to interact with other people in their most natural style. It is where they are most comfortable and how they believe they do their best work. However, to do the most effective work, it is important to interact using the same style as the client.

Advocates can probably think of a client about whom they found themselves saying: “We just don’t click.” “I just can’t seem to make headway with him or her.” “She and I are just so different!” Very likely, that client was operating with a different cognitive or behavioral style than the advocate does. If the advocate is a thinking-oriented “Inner World” person and the client is the opposite, they will struggle to communicate more than people who share the same style.

Intentional advocacy allows the client to operate in their natural style while the advocate bends to accommodate them. If the advocate is a feeling-oriented person working with a thinking-oriented father, the advocate will frustrate him by constantly asking him how he feels. While it may be important at some point to assist him in identifying his feelings, what he wants and needs is to process in the thinking mode first. Asking him what he thinks instead of how he feels is key.

Pay close attention to resistance or that sense that something is not clicking. As soon as either becomes apparent, switch gears. It is tempting to quickly judge parents as uncooperative or having emotional deficits when what is really happening is that they are processing very difficult information in their most natural way. When a wall is hit, identify the THINKING, FEELING, or ACTING mode that was the focus and choose another path. Advocates will be most effective with parents when they are able to match their style of interacting.

Review key points:

Connecting with parents

Thinking ... Feeling ... Acting:

Intentional advocacy allows the client to operate in their natural style while the advocate bends to accommodate them. If the advocate is a feeling-oriented person working with a thinking-oriented father, the advocate will frustrate him by constantly asking him how he feels. While it may be important at some point to assist him in identifying his feelings, what he wants and needs is to process in the thinking mode first. Asking him what he thinks instead of how he feels is key.

Pay close attention to resistance or that sense that something is not clicking. As soon as either becomes apparent, switch gears. It is tempting to quickly judge parents as uncooperative or having emotional deficits when what is really happening is that they are processing very difficult information in their most natural way. When a wall is hit, identify the THINKING, FEELING, or ACTING mode that was the focus and choose another path. Advocates will be most effective with parents when they are able to match their style of interacting.

Review key points:

Connecting with parents

Thinking ... Feeling ... Acting:

Align with parents by first identifying their primary behavioral mode. Then change your style to match their style. This will:

• Show parents that you understand them;
• Give them an opportunity to process difficult information in their most natural style;
• Allow them to deal with their needs and agenda first;
• Allow them to feel heard, thereby making the transition into dealing with their child’s primary issues easier.
**“Inner World” versus “Outer World”**

Recognize that people interact with information in two ways:

- **“Inner World”** people collect information, and then process it internally before they speak their thoughts out loud. They inhale... hold... then exhale. They generally need time alone to process the information and will benefit from an advocate who will follow up with them later to further answer questions.

- **“Outer World”** people need to talk out loud to think. They collect information in the same breath that they process information. Their inhale and exhale is simultaneous and ongoing until the information is processed. They benefit from having an advocate who can be a sounding board or listen as they think.

**When the Basics Aren’t Enough**

There will be times when we need to move beyond the basic skills for connecting. Two types of situations in particular can present challenging situations:

- Parents’ trauma history may complicate their ability to focus on the current issue and/or
- Parents do not believe their child has been sexually abused.

Let’s look at each of these issues:

**Parental Trauma History**

Everyone carries the past into the present day. For some, the past is full of pain that they struggle to keep at bay.

Research studies continue to show there are many adult survivors of sexual violence in the world including both women and men. Some have moved through their experiences by receiving some forms of treatment, others have been able to recover through their own means and gone on to live healthy, productive lives.

For others, treatment, including counseling options, would be considered a luxury. Their lives became consumed with caring for their own children, holding down jobs, paying the bills, etc.

Regardless of where adult survivors may be in their own process and regardless of whether they received past help, it is critical for advocates to be aware of and responsive to the needs of parents who also are survivors of sexual abuse.

A child’s sexual assault can bring on a cascading flood of memories and emotions related to past sexual or physical abuse of the parent. When this happens, a parent’s ready defense may be to avoid the painful memories of the past by pushing away the current cause for pain. On the outside, this may appear as an uncaring parent who does not believe his or her child or does not have the capacity to support the child. However, if looked at through a trauma lens, it could be a parent trying to avoid the pain of reliving past abuse. It is important for the advocate to keep in mind that the parent may be struggling with both the emotional pain of the current situation and also bearing the burden of their own past abuse. This calls for a greater level of empathy and compassion to reach beyond what a person’s outward behavior may be showing.

Advocacy with a parent who also is a survivor can be complex. Adult survivors of child sexual abuse often fall through the cracks of our support systems. By supporting parents and caregivers in addressing their own needs as adult survivors, advocates are ultimately helping the child who needs them. It can be a challenge to strike a balance between supporting the parent/caregiver while also keeping the focus on the needs of the child. However, as the parent receives support, he or she will in turn be able to better support the child. Advocates can play a key role in helping a parent understand the importance of actively supporting the child.

One way to open the discussion is to impress upon parents how important they are to a healthy resolution of this situation. Start by sharing what the research says: The strongest indicator of a child successfully adjusting after sexual abuse is parental support (Cohen, Deblinger, Mannarino, & Steer, 2004); support from non-offending parents is the primary need of a child for a positive outcome (Elliot & Carnes, 2001; Scheeringa & Zeanah, 2001).

Assisting parents to understand the importance of their role may, in turn, motivate them to get support and counseling of their own. Advocates can further engage parents by explaining how some form of therapeutic interventions may be helpful both in healing themselves as well as helping them deal with the sexual assault of their child. Advocates can provide resources for parents on services that may be available to them within the community. Some parents will be reluctant to engage in counseling for their own benefit, but may change their minds if they know that it will in turn help their child. If parents are not in a place where they can choose to access services for themselves, advocates can still provide support to parents in navigating options and resources for their children.

**Holding Two Truths: The “and” rule**

Parents who re-experience their own trauma as a result of their child’s trauma are in a potentially difficult position of holding two truths simultaneously. They take note of their own feelings coming to the surface while simultaneously trying to put them aside to tend to the needs of their child. The key for a parent is to get to a place where they can hold two truths simultaneously and say, “I am being triggered by my child’s assault AND I am going to give my child the support they need.”

It may help if advocates remind parents of other times they had to hold two opposing truths at the same time, maybe while experiencing their own sexual abuse or shortly after. Maybe as children they learned to accept that they did not like being sexually abused but at the same time they loved the person committing the abuse. It also could be helpful to remind parents that they have the skills...
Dealing with Triggers

It is not uncommon for a memory to come rushing forward. A smell, a location, or a sight can trigger a memory fresh as the day it was planted. If that memory is a traumatic one, it can carry with it a cascading cluster of emotions that can push a person into a fragile psychological state. It is important for a parent to be able to recognize and acknowledge the trigger and understand the responding behavior and emotion.

Parents can benefit from learning skills to help manage emotions that come at unwanted times. Learning stress reduction and emotion regulation skills can provide real assistance, and teaching a parent grounding techniques may be a good place to start. While these are not intended to take the place of structured counseling intervention, learning and teaching grounding techniques, such as belly breathing, progressive muscle relaxation, or saying the alphabet backwards, can be useful skills for helping parents manage emotions.

One way to persuade parents to practice grounding techniques is to turn them into an activity they can do with their kids. It is important to practice these techniques when there is no crisis. Trying to remember to do something in the middle of a panic attack may be difficult if they have never practiced it before. Explain the rationale for the exercise and let the parents know that it will be a very important skill for their child to learn now that can serve them for the rest of their lives. Keep in mind that developing a new skill of this nature takes time and steady practice. Once the parent practices it regularly with their child, they will both remember to utilize the skill when they need it.

Please see the Trauma-Informed Parenting (TIP) sheet titled Grounding Techniques at the end of this publication or online at www.nsvrc.org.

Working with a Disbelieving Parent

The parent who expresses disbelief that abuse occurred can pose another challenge. It is rare for people to lie about sexual abuse and is even more rare for children to be able to fabricate a story about a subject matter they know so little, if anything, about (Faller, 2007; Jones & McGraw, 1987; Trocme & Bala, 2005). Advocates may want to first spend some time finding out what the parent’s resistance centers around. On page 21 are some strategies that may counter disbelief that can then enable the parent to move through this stage and onto providing appropriate support. A note of caution: A parent who continues to not believe and who also is not protecting their child may require a report to the child protection agency in your area. For more information on responding to child abuse and your mandatory reporting obligations, contact your sexual assault coalition and see the Child Welfare Information Gateway at www.childwelfare.gov.

As we know, the majority of child sexual abuse is committed by someone the child knows (Snyder, 2000). They could be family members, acquaintances, teachers, coaches, or someone in a position of trust. These people are often known and loved within the family for a variety of positive qualities. In many situations, they often are the individuals who go out of their way to maintain close relationships. So if a child discloses sexual abuse by such individuals, the disclosure is often met with surprise. And when the person who offended is named, it causes many mixed emotions for family and friends. If that person was, or is a primary provider for the family, even more complications arise. The non-offending parent suddenly finds themselves in a position where they need to protect their child, in the midst of dealing with a mixed bag of emotions that often includes love, anger, disbelief, confusion, and fear toward the perpetrator.

The parents discussed here are the ones who do not believe the report of sexual abuse made by their child but do adhere to the requirement of keeping the child away from the person who abused them. Some parents express disbelief in a manner that is more akin to shock that abuse occurred. They might make statements like:

- “I just can’t believe this happened;”
- “I can’t believe that my own brother would do this;”
- “Are you sure she didn’t just make this up or have a dream that felt real?”

An advocacy strategy that aligns with the parental style of thinking, feeling, or acting when providing information and support may be all that is needed to help parents process the shock and initial disbelief.

Dealing with parents who truly do not believe that the abuse occurred and are adamant about that stance will take a little more time to work with. Again, it is imperative that you identify their behavior style and process with them solely in
that style. Most people will process tough information in their primary mode. But, as they work through the issue, you may note that they will shift to a different mode. For example, a thinking parent may focus on intellectualizing the abuse and the situation. As you move through and process with that parent, you may notice a shift into a feeling mode or an action mode.

As noted earlier, we all process information in all three modes, but typically dwell in one area where most of the work gets done before shifting to another. The key to working with disbelief is to figure out the root of the disbelief, and alter the root of the distortion. The first step may be to take time to align with the parents’ belief system for the purpose of understanding it. The ultimate goal is to move them toward believing their child. But in order to get there, trust must be gained.

People may not be open to hearing a third opinion when they are in this space, but you can begin the conversation by asking a series of questions that will move them toward thinking differently. Always have the end in mind, and tailor each question to get them incrementally closer.

Example:

Parent
“I just can’t believe this happened.”

Style assessment: This sounds like a thinking oriented parent. So, stay in the thinking realm;

Advocate (in thinking orientation)
“Child sexual abuse is very difficult to hear about;” or
“Tell me more about what you are thinking;” or
“It must be very difficult to hear. What thoughts are going through your mind right now?”

Listen to how the parent responds to thinking-oriented statements to make sure you identified their style correctly. If you are wrong, you will hear it. You might be met with silence, or they will come back with a statement that makes it clearer.

Giving parents pieces of information to integrate into what they already know can be an effective course of action. Broadening their thinking allows the possibility to exist that their child is telling the truth. Again, have the end in mind, and ask questions that will incrementally get the parent to draw the same conclusion.

A parent may also choose not to believe their child because doing so would mean separating from the person who perpetrated the abuse. That person may be the financial and/or emotional provider of the family.

Research and experience has shown us that people who offend groom not only the victim, but the whole family (Craven, Brown, & Gilchrist, 2006). Another key to moving the parent through resistance is to talk about the typical grooming processes and the manipulation that adults who offend often use with the victim, the family, and even the community in some cases, in order to gain the trust they need to abuse this child.

Alternatively, it is both possible and useful in some cases to create/leave a space if the parent is experiencing confused and ambivalent feelings about the abusive person. Discounting whatever positive feelings they might still hold toward that person may provoke resentment and resistance toward you. It may be more productive to focus on the wrongness and harm of the abusive acts without forcing them to adopt a particular perspective about the abuser that they are unable or unwilling to do at this time. Focusing instead on the unequivocal wrongness and harm of the act(s) can move the conversation past the person who abused and focus it where it needs to be – on the victimized child and the actions that are required now to stop further harm.

Consider every conversation with the parent as a step toward support for the child. This takes time, as it is necessary to make sure the parent understands that the person who abused their child cannot have continued access to that child, or any other child, at any time. We will talk more about this in Section Four.
What is trauma-informed parenting? Trauma informed care refers to an approach that does not just treat the symptoms related to sexual violence, but also is sensitive to trauma-related issues that incorporate a survivor’s history and lived experience (National Sexual Assault Coalition Resource Sharing Project [RSP] & National Sexual Violence Resource Center [NSVRC], 2013, p. 5). It has almost become a part of the common vernacular within the social service field. But what does it really mean?

Perhaps it is most important to start with what it does not mean. It does not mean that trauma becomes an individual’s identity, nor does “victim” become a noun. The best way to capture its meaning is to focus on what has happened to a person versus what is wrong with the person. The individual and any accompanying behaviors are viewed through a trauma lens. This lens is wider; it takes into consideration the impact that trauma has had on the person victimized, is grounded in that person’s strengths, and their expertise on their own experience, needs, culture, and resilience (Harris & Fallot, 2001; Proffitt, 2010).

Trauma-informed parenting is approached in a similar manner. Instead of looking at an angry child, a trauma-informed parent will see a child who has internalized anger as a result of the abuse. This shift from blame to understanding leads to appropriate empathy for the child.

Parents need not use or even know the phrase “trauma-informed parenting,” but they do need to adopt the philosophy and practice. The best way to communicate this point is to be consistent in how you refer to the child, the abuse, and the impact. Choose words intentionally. Be mindful of how you frame things. Reframe conversations parents may report to you and guide their thinking in a more trauma-informed way.

Parents need to understand that sexual assault impacts children in ways that may be hard for their child to articulate. While it is difficult to predict how it will impact every child, give parents information that will allow them to feel confident in their post-assault parenting. Provide the information in doses suitable for each person. As noted in the previous section, some parents will want more information while other parents prefer smaller and more frequent doses. Listen for the cues they give as you interact with them.

Remember that parents are experiencing trauma as well. Parents are emotionally connected to their child and often feel a heightened sense of fear and distress at the impact on their child and what it may mean for their future. They may not be able to focus or retain the information given to them, so try providing information in a variety of ways, including written information to reinforce verbal conversations (when appropriate). This will compensate for the reality that there is too much content being fired at parents all at once. The written information can be delivered electronically or on paper.
Talking to parents and children

Advocates can suggest ways parents can talk to their children if they hear them talking about games or interactions that are unfamiliar to them.

Parents can approach children in a non-threatening way and ask more questions; “could you show me how to play this game?” or “tell me more about that game and who you play it with?” Questions like this can allow the parent to get more information from the child that may reveal whether interactions are innocent or in fact inappropriate sexual behavior.

Adult versus child perspectives

In general, adults often will have preconceived beliefs and perceptions about child sexual abuse. They draw on learned as well as experienced information. Some of the information is accurate and some is not. Adults have the cognitive ability to form an opinion about this complex issue.

Children, on the other hand, have neither the experience nor the knowledge to understand either abuse or sexual acts. Children come to know the concepts of right and wrong, as well as good and bad. They understand that sometimes they make a choice to do things that may be wrong, but do it anyway. Afterward, they believe that they need to hide the act or behavior from their parents. However, sexual abuse is a concept that is foreign to a child. They do not have a context for it.

Adults who sexually offend are a diverse group of individuals (Association for the Treatment of Sexual Abusers [ATSA], 2014). They do not all operate from the same motivations, employ the same practices, or engage in the same process of grooming and manipulation. They do, however, have the advantages of physical power, positional power, and/or intellectual power over a child, and use this power to their advantage.

Children may sense that what is happening to them is wrong, but they don’t realize how wrong it is for the adult. Because they are given little power, children are easily dismissed or ignored. This power dynamic can be used to an abusing adult’s advantage since it is often difficult for children to talk about what is happening to them.

Grooming

The term “grooming” can be new to many parents. It is not a part of common language and may need to be explained in the context of committing child sexual abuse. In general, it is important that parents understand that sexual offending is not something that “just happens.”

Grooming is a process by which a person prepares a child, significant adults, and the environment for the abuse of this child (Craven, Brown, & Gilchrist, 2006). (Note: For information on grooming behaviors of children who sexually offend other children, please see Stop It Now! Signs that a Child or Teen May Be At-Risk to Harm Another Child, http://tinyurl.com/m4ncdyb)

While each survivor will present with different circumstances, a good deal of research has identified the following behaviors as typical grooming strategies of adults who sexually abuse (Craven et al., 2006; National Children’s Advocacy Center, 2013):

• Giving special treatment to one child over another
• Buying gifts or giving special privileges that become an exchange for sexual acts
• Isolating the child from other family members by suggesting babysitting, or take the child on outings
• Creating a wedge between the identified victim and others she or he is close to
• Playing games that include crossing physical boundaries as a ruse to sexual touching

Adults who abuse also will groom the other adults in the child’s life such as parents, teachers, and other caregivers to gain access to the child (Craven et al., 2006). Some may also seek out professions or roles where they have access to children and gain the trust of the adults within the community (Craven et al., 2006). These professions or roles may include Scout leaders, coaches, and others that provide them with access to children that they would not otherwise have (Mcalinden, 2006).

What might appear to be manipulation or persuasion in an adult-peer interaction shifts when it is between an adult with...
**ASKING QUESTIONS**

It is a natural reaction for a parent to want to ask the child questions in order to better understand.

Help the parent understand that children may interpret questions differently than they intend, i.e. accusatory rather than interested and inquiring. For instance, the question, “Why didn’t you tell me sooner?” could imply that the child did it all wrong when the parent really intends it to mean that they would have helped them immediately if they had known.

A more effective response would be to say “I’m so glad you told.” Can you see how the two responses are vastly different? Kids tend to view questions as disapproving.

**Disclosure: How Kids TELL & When Kids TELL**

Parents often want to know why their child delayed telling about the abuse or told someone else. Children often do not disclose about sexual abuse right away for multiple reasons (Ailagia, 2005; Collings, 2006; Hershkowitz, Lanes, & Lamb, 2007). Some kids delay telling because they do not want to upset their parents or family. Some kids do not tell until they feel safe enough to do so. As noted earlier, adults who offend can use a variety of tactics to confuse or trick children into believing it is their fault, causing them to fear the loss of the love and safety of their parents if they tell. Kids may not tell until the person who perpetrated the violence is no longer in their life or they know the abuser will no longer have access to them. Many times, this is simultaneous to a divorce or a break up. Some kids tell a teacher or a school counselor following a safety discussion at school. It may be the talk that helped them realize what was happening to them was abuse.

Sometimes older children will tell a parent or trusted adult in a very direct manner about the abuse once they figure out it is wrong and want the person who is offending to stop. Most get to a point where they are confused about what is happening, or they are scared but don’t know why, or they have a bad feeling that what is happening is not right. They may have been groomed to believe that they are at fault and will not be believed if they tell. Some kids think they have already told and the parent did nothing. For example, kids may think the parent condones the abuse, because they keep taking the child to abusive person’s house even after the child stated they did not like it there. Kids may have talked about the “game” or maybe they said “I don’t like playing the snake game with Uncle Joe anymore.” In the child’s mind, if the parent allows it to continue, it reinforces the child’s belief that it is OK. They believe they spoke clearly and the parent did not protect them. But to a parent, they simply heard a story about a game or protest about being at the sitters.

**Impact: Now and Later**

Child sexual abuse is likely to impact the child who has been victimized differently over time. The abuse has different meanings to a child as they age. A child abused at age 4 has one point of view, but that shifts and changes as she ages and matures. This is often referred to as “developmental impact” (Trickett, Noll, & Putnam, 2013). A person who receives therapy and works on their thoughts or feelings as a young child may later revisit therapy as puberty approaches, and again as an adolescent or while he or she is in college. The developmental tasks or routines influence a child’s perspective. It is not unusual for a child to re-enter counseling with each developmental milestone. This does not mean they did not experience healing when they were younger; it simply means that the abuse has taken on a different meaning because they understand it differently as they age.

**Initial Impacts**

Parents often ask what they need to look for after they are told their child has been sexually abused. There are really no absolute diagnostic indicators beyond a child’s direct report, although there are some common behaviors or emotions that may emerge including bed-wetting, nightmares, or mood changes depending on the child’s age. Sexually abused children can exhibit a range of different symptoms which may reflect specifics of the abuse and the individual nature of the child (Faller, 1993). For a parent-friendly list of common indicators of child sexual abuse, see Stop it Now! at http://tinyurl.com/lg55mjz. Additional information can also be found on the Preventing Child Sexual Abuse Resource page at http://tinyurl.com/lkq52ws.

Parents should be made aware of these indicators. They may also need some assistance with how to respond to them (these will be looked at in Sections Five and Six). It may be hard for some to ask for assistance or to admit that they do not understand a particular point, so a good strategy may be to provide a list of possible symptoms to a parent and work through each to find out if and/or where there may be problems.
Part Three
Creating Bridges: Interfacing with Systems

When a parent first hears about their child being sexually assaulted, they have no idea what lies ahead. Parenting a child through this trauma is stressful enough, but there is much added stress when interfacing with legal and child welfare systems. This is daunting under the best of circumstances. Advocates can serve as ambassador, interpreter, champion, partner, and liaison.

Advocates become accustomed to how the system works and can easily forget to look at it from the vantage point of a parent. There are things about the various systems that really do not make logical sense, and are vastly different from other experiences a parent typically could draw on. With no frame of reference to rely on, parents may have a hard time accepting or even agreeing to the process.

The criminal justice and child welfare systems are different than other systems a parent may have experienced. The major difference is that the child – and the child alone – becomes the center and priority of every interaction.

Parents are excluded from most interviews. This is unfamiliar to parents who, for years, have taken their child to doctor appointments, interactions with schools, etc., and play a vital role in all discussions. In most settings, parents are not only welcome, but they also are treated as the most knowledgeable about their child and their child’s needs.

Here are a few typical statements parents make:

“What do you mean I can’t be in the interview with my child? She is only 5 years old. Why would I let a total stranger talk to her? I refuse to let you do that to her.”

“You really expect me to sit outside the courtroom when my child is testifying? He needs me in there!”

“Why does she have to talk about the abuse in court? It is like victimizing her all over again!”

“What exactly are they going to do in this medical exam? She needs me in there.”

The ABCs of Preparing the Parent

Advocates are the bridge for parents. When possible, contact the parent ahead of a scheduled interview or appointment and give them information about what they can anticipate. Some parents will want to know a lot of detail, and other parents want a broad picture of what is going to happen. It is important to touch on both the big picture and the details. Do not depend on parents to ask you questions. Questions are difficult to come up with when one has no context whatsoever. It is the advocate’s role to anticipate the question and meet the needs of parents.

Anticipate

Great advocacy is about serving. When we have a service-oriented mindset, we will always try to be one step ahead of the parent or the system. We will try to anticipate the question, problem, or need. In the parents’ statements above, the common thread is surprise; they were not prepared ahead of time. Once that happens, it is a lot harder to deal with the situation because strong emotions become a part of the current scenario. You can hear a heightened level of emotion come through the voice of each parent.

There are common things we can anticipate and prepare every parent for, but there also are things unique to your community. As you notice trends that seem to occur, create a list so other advocates in your agency can benefit from your experience and knowledge. For instance,
you know that a particular detective always asks the advocate to leave so that he can interview the client alone. Tracking information like that is important so that you can share it with other advocates. You can then let the parent know that this may happen, and how you will deal with it.

**Anticipate-prepare:** Being present early on can help put parents at ease. In most crimes, detectives typically interview witnesses by themselves. Sexual assault and domestic violence are unique in that advocacy centers across the country have influenced these traditional systems through policy changes, allowing advocates to be present during interviews to support them. Some states have included this as a “right” for the victim that cannot be denied. However, many detectives, especially those who do not conduct many sexual assault investigations, may not be familiar with this right. Some areas also have child advocacy centers with a specially trained child interview specialist who may conduct interviews alone while law enforcement and Child Protective Services view the interview through a one-way mirror or via technology. Child Interview Specialists or Forensic Specialists usually conduct the interviews without the presence of an advocate.

However, if the interview is done by a police officer or a detective, the victim has a right to an advocate. If your state has a Crime Victim Bill of Rights that includes the right to an advocate at all criminal proceedings, then have a copy handy at all times.

**Example:** A detective asks you to leave so that she can start the interview of the child victim.

**Advocacy Position:** “Thank you for letting me know your preference, however, I am a victim advocate and she would like me to stay. She is aware that she has a right to an advocate at this interview. So, let us know when you would like to start.”

**BUILD**

Advocates can be a useful asset to parents by building a bridge to the various systems with which they now find themselves interfacing. In many ways, advocates serve in a case management role because they are the central person who is tracking all of the different systems in which the child and parent are involved. In some communities, where there are child advocacy centers that operate collaboratively with multiple system providers and advocates, the process can move smoothly. This likely will allow for greater coordination so that the parent is not running into conflicting demands and varied requests. However, if there is not a coordinated response, you, as their advocate, can coordinate efforts.

**Opportunities to BUILD**

Multiple appointments: Parents will be requested to bring their child to multiple appointments made by the different systems. Advocates play an important role in supporting parents in navigating these appointments and systems, which ultimately benefits the child and the larger family unit. However, participating in these appointments and systems can take an economic toll on parents and caregivers by way of missed work, lost wages, and increased costs associated with co-pays, transportation, and other services. Advocates can help identify any financial assistance that may be available to alleviate these costs. For example, in some jurisdictions, reimbursement is available for costs incurred as a result of sexual violence through the Crime Victims Compensation program. Crime Victims Compensation programs are administered by each state and more information can generally be found on your state’s website.

In addition, advocates can help support parents and caregivers in getting time off from work and accessing other work-based flexibilities, such as telecommuting and adjusted schedules to help facilitate their ability to participate in various appointments with their child. Advocates can do this (with permission of parents/caregivers) by writing letters on their behalf, making phone calls or visits to employers, and other strategies.

Often, systems do not communicate well with each other. For instance, when the interview with the child is taking place, make sure Child Protective Services (or your state equivalent to that agency) is aware of this so that they can get the information at the same time. You can be the bridge to making it appear more seamless than it really is. Our goal is
always to create a system that is more trauma-centered and child-friendly than it might be otherwise.

Translating the system
Be a proactive advocate by tracking cases through the system and making sure that parents are aware of what is happening with the legal case as much as possible. Provide as much information as they want.

Suggestions: When you first are assigned a client, let the parent know that you typically track the legal case and inform clients of how things are moving through the system.

Give information to the parent incrementally, in topical pieces. At the end of each topic, ask “What questions can I answer at this point?” Asking in this way is inviting and assumes that they will have questions. The more traditional way of asking, “Do you have any questions?” may have a more impatient or insincere tone that could make a parent reluctant to ask questions.

Always call a couple of days after an appointment or “event.” Sometimes an emotional reaction or questions are delayed and come after the content sinks in. Don’t wait for a parent to call you. Initiate contact when you have new information and at varying times just to check in.

BUILD Relationships with Therapy Services
Parents will likely inquire about therapy for their child at some point in the process. For some, it is the first thing on their minds. For others, it does not cross their minds until after they see their child acting differently than usual. But, invariably, the question will be something like, “Does my child need therapy?” or “How will I know if my child needs therapy?” or “Does every child who is sexually assaulted need therapy?” Be prepared to have this conversation. Your agency may provide therapy services for the child and non-offending parent or caregiver. If not, be prepared to provide resources available within your community.

Advocacy response
Every child’s response to sexual assault is different. What we know for sure is that children benefit from supportive and loving home environments. They need to feel safe and loved in their everyday life. As noted earlier, it is very normal for kids to have emotional or behavioral reactions as a result of the abuse, as well as after disclosing it. Seeking therapy throughout the process can be beneficial. A therapist will be able to assess the degree to which symptoms are present and potential benefits from treatment. Sometimes symptoms disappear and reappear at some later point. There is no one pattern that fits every child.

COMPASSION
Compassion is about giving emotional support and empathy to another, standing in the midst of pain, with a gentle supportive hand on the back.

When working with parents, it is important to remember that you are conveying powerful messages through your words and actions. While their child is the victim and your primary focus, parents need to feel compassionate support, as well. Advocates can model compassion and support in a manner that parents will hopefully replicate with their child.

Regardless of the circumstances that bring a parent into this space, never forget that this is about the last place anyone wants to find themselves. A nonjudgmental and patient manner will go a long way toward establishing a partnership between you and the parents toward serving the needs of their child.

Compassion also can be demonstrated by providing parents with information around the healing process. Building up the knowledge base of parents can build their confidence in supporting their child in a manner that will move them through this experience rather than around it.
Responding to Concerns

The following are common scenarios that advocates may encounter in their work.

Parent Assumption

People who sexually offend are arrested as soon as the police report is complete.

Reality

Rarely are people who sexually offend arrested. They can only be held for 72 hours without charges. If charged with a crime, most are released on bail or personal recognizance.

Anticipate: Inform the Parent

Sometimes the police report happens before you are even aware of the family’s need for advocacy. Whenever possible, talk with the parent ahead of time and let them know about the criminal investigation and that their child will most likely be interviewed without their presence. Keep in mind the parent’s TFA style. Here are some points to touch on:

- The child who was victimized is considered the primary “witness” to a crime.
- If the parent was the first person the child told, the parent also will be considered a witness.
- It is important in any crime that evidence is not “contaminated.” Interviewing all witnesses separately is of utmost importance.
- Even if parents were not told of the sexual abuse directly by the child, they will likely be called as a witness to testify to other things about which they will have first-hand knowledge of (behavior changes, emotional changes, etc.).
- Children often try to protect the parent from emotional pain and may withhold information if the parent is present.
- Children were likely told by the offender “Your mom and dad will be mad at you if you tell” or “You will get into trouble if you tell.” If this is the case, the child may be fearful of talking about the abuse with the parent present.
- Sexual assault victims have a right to an advocate who may be able to be present during interviews. Know your state laws regarding this.
**Parent Assumption**

Law enforcement (sometimes the child protection agency) often tells parents “don’t talk to your child about the abuse.”

**Parent Assumption**

Parents may think that they will lose their child to Child Protective Services once the abuse is reported.

**Reality**

Law enforcement personnel are concerned about evidence. In the case of child sexual or physical abuse, they consider the child’s testimony to be evidence and try to protect any contamination of the victim testimony.

**Reality**

Child Protective Services is charged with investigating abuse that occurs with parents, legal custodians, guardians, or individuals responsible for the well-being of a child. Their concern is child safety. A child may be placed outside of a non-protective home if it is believed that the child cannot be kept safe from further harm.

**Anticipate: Inform the Parent**

Protecting the evidence is not synonymous with not talking to your child and giving them support. A parent needs to acknowledge that the abuse was wrong; it is not the child’s fault; and that they will do everything they can to protect their child from further harm. A parent needs to know that giving their child support is imperative to healing. Ignoring the abuse and its impact is harmful. Kids need to know that their parent loves them and wants to support them. Grilling a child is certainly not appropriate, but talking to your child in general terms is appropriate and necessary.

**Anticipate: Inform the Parent**

Inform parents about the role of the child protection agency and what they can expect. It is different based on who the offender is to the child and the protective factors in place for the child. If they believe the child can be kept safe and the named abuser can be kept away from the child, the child will remain in the home. If the person who abused is a sibling, a safety plan will likely be put into place to ensure the child’s safety. Some agencies have a policy of removing the offending child until a formal evaluation and investigation is complete.

**Reality**

In general, parents are not allowed in the courtroom during victim testimony. This will be a surprise to parents. In most cases, parents might be called as a witness as well. If this is the case, the parent cannot hear the direct testimony of the child. But there also is a belief that kids are not always completely honest about what happened when the parent is present. Kids’ natural reaction is to worry that they are in trouble. They may withhold information if they think a parent will punish them. On the other hand, in some instances, kids try to protect their parent from hearing information that might make them upset. Kids often try to protect their parents.

**Parent Assumption**

Courts: The general public gets most of their information about the court system through the media. This can be from the news media or TV dramas, but we consider ourselves informed. Most people assume that anyone who wants to be in court can be there. They also assume that a child’s parent is with them at all times.

**Parent Assumption**

Inform parents of this ahead of time. Allow them to process their thoughts and emotions prior to the actual situation occurring. Preparing parents outside of the presence of their child will be most beneficial to the child victim. So often children hold themselves responsible for causing their parents to be upset or angry. They are not always able to discern anger directed at the system versus anger at them for having told. In general, kids believe they are the center of all things good and bad. They do not fully grasp that emotions about the sexual assault and the related issues are due to the offender having assaulted them. Rather, they take on the responsibility for having told. So they think, “If I didn’t tell, none of this would be happening and mom and dad wouldn’t be upset.”
Parent Assumption

Criminal Justice System: Most parents will assume that once their child’s case gets assigned to a detective, it will move through the criminal justice system in a matter of weeks.

Reality
Cases take upwards of a year to get through the system in many jurisdictions. Be aware of how long cases typically take in each part of the system. For instance: How long does the investigation take? How long does it take for a filing decision? How long does it take from the first interview to trial?

Anticipate: Inform the Parent

We live in a time when the general population thinks crimes are solved in an hour and fingerprints are lifted off every imaginable surface.

- Parents need to have accurate information about the events and the timing within the criminal justice system.
- It is ideal if parents have a written document that explains the basic steps in the process in layman’s terms. Include those present at each of the steps in the system. In general, the victim and their family attend only interviews and the trial, if the case goes on to trial.
- Explain child interviews, investigation, defense interviews, plea bargains, testimony, etc.
- Explain to the parent: “I might be going over information you already know, but I like to make sure that I am thorough and go over everything with you regarding the criminal justice process. I will likely repeat it to you often, so that you are kept well informed.”
- Expect that parents will need to hear the legal information many times and be allowed to process both emotionally and logistically what is going to happen.

Parent Assumption

Arraignment is the hearing in which the offender will be officially charged with the crime and will be required to enter a plea of guilty or not guilty. Parents typically believe that as soon as the child is interviewed, police charge the offender.

Reality
As soon as you know that an arraignment date has been set, it is very important to notify the parents that this is the hearing in which the offender will be officially charged with the crime. And most importantly, they must know that a not guilty plea at this stage is typical. Prepare them so that it does not surprise them. Some parents will be outraged and will often take it out on the prosecutor if they are not made aware of this ahead of time.

Anticipate: Inform the Parent

The conversation could go something like this:
“l want to make sure that you know of the arraignment date and what will likely happen at this hearing. Offenders of all crimes almost always plead ‘not guilty’ at these hearings. It is almost a matter of course. They likely have not had a chance to work with their attorney prior to this hearing and it will give them time to work together about their possible defense.”
**Parent Assumption**

*Interviewing:* A parent may think that a child is only interviewed by people who are advocating on their behalf or representing their best interests.

**Reality**

Many jurisdictions allow children to be interviewed by the defense prior to trial. Know ahead of time if this is the case in your jurisdiction. Unless there is a state law prohibiting this, it is decided county by county. This is not necessarily a right, but the defense is allowed access to all witnesses in a case. The child victim is considered a witness and therefore the defense attorney may set up an interview prior to trial. An advocate can proactively request that they be allowed in these interviews if this is what the child and family would like. Advocates cannot act as an attorney in this role or give legal advice, but they can be there for emotional support and can assist a child if they need a break or if it appears a child has a question but is reluctant to ask.

Best practice is that the child is interviewed only once which is the Child Advocacy Center (CAC) model (see page 32).

**Anticipate: Inform the Parent**

The parent needs to be aware of all interviews that may involve their child. They need to be given some guidance as to how to prepare their child for each of the interviews. It is best to keep it very simple. Children can pick up on the anxiety of the adults around them. To the parent, this interview seems stressful, but to a child, it is just another time when adults want to hear their story. A child can be told something simple like, “Heather, tomorrow you will be going to an office and a couple of people will be asking about what Uncle Charlie did to you. They are trying to figure out how to get him help, so they need to know exactly what he did. Your advocate will be with you.”

Note: Technically, the prosecutor is NOT the child’s attorney. They represent the State and the crime of sexual assault is a crime against the State and the child is the State’s witness. They could argue that the child not appear in an interview with the defense. But the defense will then take it before a judge to have it ordered. Most judges will error on the side of access to witnesses because it could be the eventual reason for an appeal or a mistrial. That is why, if there is not a state law or victim bill of rights that states otherwise, the defense has access to interview witnesses in any case...not just sexual assault. Keep in mind this is not always bad. There have been many cases that once they interview the child, they will realize they do not have a strong case because the child is credible and a strong “witness.”

**Parent Assumption**

*Trial:* Parents, and the general public, assume that the case will go to trial.

**Reality**

Be aware of the likelihood that a plea will be negotiated and make sure the prosecutor takes the victim’s wishes into consideration. Pleas are typical in child sexual assault cases. It is most common with a “first time” charged offense. Many states have a sentencing alternative that allows the offender to get treatment in lieu of a prison sentence.

**Anticipate: Inform the Parent**

Work closely with the prosecutor so that you, as the advocate, are not taken by surprise that a plea deal was entered without the victim/family’s input. Work with your prosecutor to develop a policy that the victim and family’s input is part of the plea process. It is important the parents are informed that the prosecutor makes the final decision but that their input is important to that process.
**Parent Assumption**

**Trial date:** Most people would assume that once a trial date is set, it happens as scheduled.

**Reality**

Let parents know of likely delays once the trial date is set. It is highly unlikely that the trial will begin on the first date that is given. Parents should not tell the children about the actual date until the prosecutor informs them of the actual date. They will usually know because they are in communication with the defense attorney. Let parents know that all of the attorneys have to be available and prepared, and there must be a judge and courtroom available, as well. Give them information about this likelihood as well as the possible defenses that will be utilized at trial.

**Anticipate: Inform the Parent**

Explain to the parent the charges, pleas and the overall court process. It is important for parents to know the different defenses that can be utilized at the trial. If the offender is not taking responsibility for the offense, then the defense attorney needs to come up with a strategy to present the case to the jury in the hopes of a "not guilty" verdict.

---

**Part Four**

**Complicating Issues**

There are some issues that cause extra challenges for advocates. Advocates will benefit from thinking about these issues before they are faced with them.

**Recanting**

There will be times when a child reports sexual abuse, but later states that it did not happen. There are a variety of reasons why children recant. In general, this behavior is motivated by fear and often is a result of one or more of the following: (Rieser, 1991)

- Non-offending parent pressures the child to recant.
- Siblings pressure the child to recant.
- Child feels responsible for the current stress and chaos so recants.
- Child remembers the threats made by the person who offended so recants.
- Family of the person who offended pressures the child to recant.
- Child is afraid of the process (talking to law enforcement, going through medical exam, testifying in court, etc.) and recants.

It is important for advocates to explore the issue of recanting with the parent. Parents need to understand that untreated trauma has a long-term impact and children who recant may not receive the type of treatment they may need to heal. In some instances, a parent may truly believe that the abuse did not occur. Under either circumstance, the child will bear the ultimate impact.
In the short-term, if a parent is found to have caused the child to recant, she or he can be charged for interfering with the prosecution of a crime. Communicating this to the parent may open the door to a discussion about the seriousness of a child recanting.

Keep in mind however that it would be completely inappropriate for anyone to tell a child that the person who offended will keep offending if the child does not disclose. Children should not be made to bear the burden of any future crimes that person may commit.

**Sibling Abuse**

Sibling abuse brings complicated family concerns. Usually the person who offends and the person who is victimized both are minors, and they may both live in the same home, and share the same parent or parents. Other scenarios could include involvement of step-siblings or adopted or foster children all of whom present complicated family situations and dynamics.

When children are victimized, it is typical that anger is directed at the person who abused. When it is discovered that the abuser is a son or daughter, the whole family system will be impacted. As noted earlier, the dynamics and motivations of children and adolescents who abuse are many and beyond the scope of this guide, but this situation is one advocates may face. There are additional resources at the end of the document that can provide more information (See resources for parents concerning juveniles who sexually offend on page 64).

**Sibling victims may**

- Want the abuse to stop, but still want the love of their sibling abuser
- Be mad at the abuser and mad at the parents for not knowing
- Hold themselves responsible for the abuse or believe they are equal participants
- Have sympathy for the sibling who abused them
- Be angry at the victim for telling
- Hold a spouse responsible

**Parents may**

- Hold themselves responsible for not knowing
- Hold secrets with the belief they are protecting their kids
- Be angry at the son or daughter for the abuse
- Be angry at the victim for telling
- Hold a spouse responsible

**The sibling who offends may**

- Be a minor
- Not show remorse
- Be remorseful
- Have manipulated the victim and the parents
- Genuinely love the sibling he or she victimized
- Blame the victim
- Be scared

Understanding the varied responses is important and a good reminder that listening to each person is a priority. Advocates will not be able to provide welcomed or effective services if assumptions are made and acted upon before listening.

Advocacy will involve working closely with systems and parents. There will be a variety of professionals making decisions that will impact the family, and this can be very confusing to everyone in the family.

The following scenarios could take place:

- The child who offended may be removed.
- It might be the responsibility of the parent to find a residence for the child who offended.
- The child who was victimized will be interviewed by authorities.
- The child who offended will be interviewed by authorities.
- The child who offended may have to go through an evaluation.
- The child who offended will need an attorney.
- The child who was victimized may need therapy.
- The child who offended needs sex offender treatment.
- The family has to respond to questions from friends and relatives.
- The parents will need to field questions from the school.
- The parents will need to field questions from the victim’s friends’ families.
- The parents will need to field questions from families of the friends of the child who offended.

This list is not exhaustive, but this situation can quickly become exhausting. Advocates can be a vital support to the parents by explaining each step that may be required, as well as, providing constant emotional support.

Vic tims of sibling abuse often get lost in the shuffle. A lot of emphasis gets placed on getting help for the offending sibling. The parent(s) will be busy taking care of system-related activities for the child who offended. The sibling who was abused may feel as though they are being ignored. Parents can benefit from gentle reminders to provide attention to the victim’s needs in equal measure. Advocates may also need to remind those involved that the family system was broken while the abuse was going on; it is not the disclosure from the child who was victimized that breaks down the family.

**Children with Sexual Behavior Problems**

Young children who have been sexually abused are introduced prematurely to behavior that is beyond their developmental ability to fully understand. This, in turn, creates distorted views of sexuality and appropriate sexual behavior (Gil & Johnson, 1993; Johnson, 2013). Children may also develop a preoccupation with sex. Children who have sexual behavior problems may act out sexually with other kids. Some children mimic the abuse perpetrated upon them. While this
type of sexualized behavior may not have a sexualized intent, the other children being acted upon will very likely feel victimized, no matter what the intent. These children may need services and advocacy as well.

Young children (under 6) with sexual behavior problems can often be guided by parents with success. Parents will likely be able to interrupt this behavior simply by telling the child to stop and redirecting the child's behavior. Young children may not have a grasp on proper boundaries and appropriate behavior. If this type of low level intervention does not help, professional help may be needed. Advocates can assist the parent in making this decision. It might be useful to offer parents assistance in identifying behaviors such as An Overview of Healthy Childhood Sexual Development found at http://tinyurl.com/k7u94so.

Older children with sexual behavior problems may need professional intervention. Older kids, in general, are aware that they should not be interacting with younger children in a sexual manner. They are at a developmental age to clearly understand that the behavior is wrong and that they would get into trouble for such behavior. When they offend despite this knowledge, there likely is a more serious problem. It is possible that their own unresolved victimization may be driving their behavior. Kids who were both victimized and who victimize others benefit from specialized therapy that can target both victimization as well as offending issues.

Advocacy will be important to parents trying to sort through all of this. Children with sexual behavior problems have multiple issues. Parents will likely have to work with the school, child care, friends, sports teams, etc., to ensure that they are aware of the problem. This can cause additional issues for the child, who may lose friends or be alienated from important social ties. A knowledgeable advocate can become a welcome resource for parents.

Part Five
Helping Parents Cope

Child sexual abuse impacts the whole family, as well as the extended family system. While the victim is at the center of the impact, the ripple effect can be wide. Anyone who loves a child knows the pain it causes to see that child suffer. The sympathetic cries of parents, siblings, and extended family are powerful as well. Many people often express that they would trade places with the child if they could. This often comes from a place of helplessness. It is a statement made by an individual who feels unable to alleviate the pain of the child. Advocates are in the unique position of being able to provide useful supportive tools to the parents as well as the child victim.
Parents will benefit from knowing some strategies for dealing with the stressors that arise after the disclosure of a sexual assault. These can fall into several categories:

- Coping with a parent’s thoughts
- Coping with a child’s thoughts
- Coping with a child’s emotions and behaviors

**Coping with a Parent's Thoughts**

Parents can carry their own set of assumptions that often are inaccurate. Sometimes, there is a grain of truth in the thought, but it is slightly askew, making it distorted and inaccurate. Other times, it is a completely incorrect thought containing no truth whatsoever.

Some of the more common assumptions parents make when they learn their child has been sexually abused can include: “I should have known” or “Her life is ruined.”

Black and white or all-or-nothing statements typically are inaccurate. Advocacy with this type of thinking requires drawing boundaries with the parent. Parents who are external processors do not always consider who their audience is. A statement like this should never be spoken to the child. External processors easily can say something out loud without first thinking about the consequences.

*“She lost her virginity.”*

Beliefs rooted in religion or culture can be very difficult to process for a parent. There are times when your credibility and expertise as an advocate are not enough. However, advocates always can offer a perspective that will give the parents more information to operate within their personal processing. Sometimes focusing on the facts about sexual assault is the more powerful piece of information. Let the parent know that sexual assault is forced sexual contact. Victims do not consent. Victims are not making a choice. Giving up one’s virginity is a decision made by an individual. Sexual assault is not. The two cannot be confused.

*“Will he be gay now?”*

There is an inaccurate belief that sexual assault defines one’s identity. A person’s sexual orientation is not determined by the trauma of sexual assault. Parents need to have accurate information in order to give accurate information to their child. This is a belief that can be perpetuated out of ignorance, bias, and hatred. It is false, and parents need accurate information.

**Coping with a Child’s Thoughts**

Sexual abuse of a child often occurs over time. The child is forced to keep the secret in isolation. Many distorted thinking patterns are created by the person who abuses. Thinking patterns created over time are difficult to change and often require constant attention. Adults who offend work hard to put the responsibility of the abuse on the child.

Thoughts such as these may linger for kids:

- “I’m bad.”
- “No one will ever love me.”
- “I am unlovable.”
- “I am stupid.”
- “I am dirty.”
- “It’s my fault.”
- “I must have wanted it.”
- “I must have done something wrong.”
- “I deserve to die.”
- “I don’t want to be me.”
- “I hate myself.”

The problem with thinking errors for victims is that one thought can turn into a belief that then defines one’s overall identity, or creates a belief that is ingrained and eventually looked upon as truth. It is important to pay attention to the thinking errors of victims and encourage parents to challenge them by engaging in conversation. Again, keep the goal in mind as to where you want the conversation to go, then keep asking questions that will move it in that direction.

**Coping with a Child’s Emotions and Behaviors**

Just as the parent may be coping with thoughts and emotions, the child also may be coping with emotions and behaviors while they attempt to process what has happened. This section will discuss how to help the parent identify emotional and behavioral issues that may arise and how they can help their child.

**Impact on School**

Emotional and behavioral issues may affect the child while at school. Sometimes a teacher will notice that the child has a difficult time concentrating or paying attention, or is acting out in inappropriate ways when these were not problems before.

School professionals might be quick to label a depressed child as a problem child or a child who is defiant. Advocates may want to discuss with the parent the possibility of reaching out to the school to discuss what is happening in the child’s life.

Engaging teachers and school professionals could help the child receive support throughout the school day.
Coping with Emotions

The emotions that can come up for both the parent and the child may be difficult for a child to deal with on his or her own.

Examples of emotions that can linger are:

- **Sadness/depression:** Depression in kids can look different than an adult might expect. Kids will sometimes show depression by being irritable or angry. It might come out at school in the form of fighting with other kids or isolating themselves from other kids. They might appear bored or apathetic. Other kids who are depressed might be looked at as shy or antisocial because they are more withdrawn.

- **Anxiety:** Kids may seem more jumpy or sensitive because of too much activity around them. They may startle easily. They may have a difficult time falling asleep and make comments like, “My brain won’t turn off” or “I keep hearing things in my head.”

- **Mood swings:** Kids may swing between extremely happy to extremely sad or withdrawn within a day’s period, or even within hours.

- **Fear:** Some kids become fearful or anxious of anything that reminds them of sexual assault. They may have nightmares, or anxiety problems.

Learning how to deal with emotions is a lifelong lesson. An advocate can make an important start by teaching parents skills that they can teach and practice with their child.

Also see the Trauma-Informed Parenting (TIP) sheet titled *Grounding Tools that Parents Can Use* available in the Appendix or online at www.nsvrc.org. It provides several exercises that can easily be taught to parents who can teach their children in fun and engaging ways.

Coping with Behaviors (Miller, 2013)

Dealing with acting out behaviors

Sexual abuse takes away power for a child who already has limited power because of their age. The helplessness they felt when being abused can cause a lasting impression. When abuse is no longer a threat, the child may feel free to regain their power. Kids do not always know how to do this and may do things that are inappropriate and lead to other problems. Kids may get in fights, engage in bullying, become verbally abusive, or act out in other ways.

Kids often act out their feelings instead of talking about them. They may not have the words to articulate what is brewing inside of them. All they know to do is act out. This requires a twofold response. Reassure parents that children need and want boundaries. It gives them a sense of security to know the rules and the consequences for breaking a rule. Parents need to know that discipline can be delivered with compassion.

Somatic Problems

Somatic problems, or physical symptoms, are usually a stress response. Parents can help kids with working through many of them. The most useful techniques are belly breathing, progressive muscle relaxation, and guided imagery.

Example: Some kids describe their tummy ache as a ball of fire or a wad of gum or a heavy rock. Guided imagery can be helpful because they can imagine it transforming into something else.

For example: “My tummy ache feels like a big flaming ball of fire and I am going to blow on it and blow on it and blow on it until the fire goes out.”

Guided imagery can be a fun tool for kids to learn to deal with all kinds of stress reaction behaviors.

Nightmares

It is common for kids to have nightmares. Kids who have been sexually assaulted might have an increase in nightmare activity or sleep issues. The feelings that come in those nightmares might be similar to what they felt from the sexual assault, which can upset a child even more.

Also see the Trauma-Informed Parenting (TIP) sheet titled *Changing Inappropriate Behavior: The SAFE Intervention* at the end of this document or at www.nsvrc.org.

Somatic Problems

Somatic problems, or physical symptoms, are usually a stress response. Parents can help kids with working through many of them. The most useful techniques are belly breathing, progressive muscle relaxation, and guided imagery.

Example: Some kids describe their tummy ache as a ball of fire or a wad of gum or a heavy rock. Guided imagery can be helpful because they can imagine it transforming into something else.

For example: “My tummy ache feels like a big flaming ball of fire and I am going to blow on it and blow on it and blow on it until the fire goes out.”

Guided imagery can be a fun tool for kids to learn to deal with all kinds of stress reaction behaviors.

Nightmares

It is common for kids to have nightmares. Kids who have been sexually assaulted might have an increase in nightmare activity or sleep issues. The feelings that come in those nightmares might be similar to what they felt from the sexual assault, which can upset a child even more.

Children can learn to have more control over their nightmares if they actively participate in trying to get rid of them. When the child is awake and feels safe, talk about the nightmare from beginning to end. Talking about it during waking hours may not seem as scary. It helps the child know that they are strong and capable, and can talk about a really scary memory, the nightmare.

Ask them if they can think of a different ending to the nightmare. Have them create an ending that leaves them feeling happy, strong, and in control. Guide the child so that it does not turn into a revengeful or violent ending, but rather a positive and powerful ending.

The most important thing for parents to keep in mind is the ultimate goal is for kids to respond in healthy ways. While it may seem like a good short term solution to have the child crawl into bed with the parents once he or she is awakened by a nightmare, this action teaches the child that the only way to feel comfortable at night is to sleep with their parents. In the long run, it may be hard to retrain a child to sleep independently.

However, when a child needs to feel safe at night, particularly in the initial stage, some advocates will recommend a middle ground (i.e., the child makes a bed on the floor of their parents room or another space in the house where they feel safe as a temporary accommodation, but one that has a definite end date).

Another suggestion could be to engage the child in making the bedroom
environment more comforting. Even minor changes such as changing the lighting or including night lights, incorporating music, changing room colors, or room layout may help foster a more soothing environment.

**Bedwetting**

Bedwetting can be challenging if the child is sleeping so soundly they cannot wake themselves up to go to the bathroom. This is not an uncommon reaction to sexual abuse, but it makes sense to first have any medical conditions that could be causing or contributing to the problem ruled out. Once that is cleared, a parent can begin to help the child to control their drinking past a certain time at night. It might be best if the child does not drink anything two hours before they go to bed. Make sure they go to the bathroom right before bed even, if they think they don’t have to.

Bedwetting can be frustrating for a child. It is important not to punish or humiliate him or her. While it is frustrating for parents to continually clean up soiled sheets, it is most helpful to the child if it is done as uneventfully and with as little fuss as possible. Clean the bed and put the child right back to bed. It is OK to speak very few words to the child as long as he or she knows you are not mad or upset with them. It is important that this does not become an additional source of shame. Simply say, “OK, I am going to clean up your bed, then you can get right back in it and go to sleep.” Keep it simple.

Also see the Trauma-Informed Parenting (TIP) sheet titled Creating a Safe Space available at the end of this document and also online at www.nsvrc.org.

---

**Part Six**

**Frequently Asked Questions**

There are questions that routinely come up. Questions come from a sincere place in the hearts of parents. For some, they are not able to ask their most pressing question until they have developed a relationship of trust with the advocate. Consider it a compliment and a privilege to be the recipient of questions. Our task is to provide both accurate information and a space for open dialogue as parents attempt to process and incorporate information. While it is not advisable to tell a parent what to do, advocates can provide valuable information that is based on experience and research to help a parent make informed decisions.
The following are often topics of concern:

Q: Should I tell my child’s teachers and counselors at school?

A: While there is no reason to feel shame over being sexual assaulted, it is important that survivors, whenever possible and no matter their age, have control over who knows about the abuse. It may also be true that not all systems or people will be respectful of confidentiality. The main focus of conversation with the parent is to assist them to make decisions balancing the preference for privacy for their child and the need for giving information to a third party.

Explain to the parent that most people who are sexually assaulted feel a loss of control over their own lives, and regaining that power through the recovery process is vitally important. This essentially is the definition of trauma-informed parenting. Trauma-informed parenting means making all decisions from the perspective of what is in the best interest of the child who has been victimized.

The general guideline is to share only the information necessary with only the people necessary. Typically, schools do not need to know about the sexual assault. If there are appointments the student needs to be released for, it is acceptable to get a medical release, requested by the parent. If there are behavioral issues or concerns about school work not being completed on time, it might be wise to inform the school that the student is dealing with a personal issue she or he may need time to resolve.

Q: They (detectives and/or cops) told me not to talk to my child about the sexual assault, but my child is always asking me questions. Do I just ignore the questions?

A: Police, investigators, attorneys, and/or child protective services may tell the parent not to talk about the sexual assault with their child. Parents take this statement seriously and literally. While the directive makes sense to these professionals, it is neither practical nor emotionally healthy within the home. Children need to have the support of their parents and loved ones. It is important that children know they can come to a parent for the love and support they need and deserve following the abuse. System professionals will advise parents not to talk about the sexual assault because they do not want the parent to interrogate or coach the child, thereby compromising the criminal case. However, children need to receive support and acknowledgement from their parents. Children need to know that their parent is proud that they told, that parents will do whatever they can to protect them, and that they are loved. This kind of support does not compromise the case, but rather strengthens the child.

Q: My child acts like she/he is fine, but I know this bothers her/him. Do I talk about it, or do I ignore it?

A: It is possible for some kids to go back to their usual routine and feel fine after disclosing sexual abuse. A child who had a strong sense of self and strong family attachments prior to a one-time sexual assault may go back to regular functioning once they feel safe and cared for.

It is more usual, however, for kids to be impacted by their abuse. When kids or adults pretend everything is fine when it is not, it usually is an attempt to keep emotions at bay. There is a natural instinct to try to forget about things that cause pain. Pretending to be fine is one way of trying to feel better. Unfortunately, as described earlier, it does not usually serve this purpose. It is best to talk about the abuse or the impact of the abuse. Parents can be key to assisting the child over time. No one can force a child to talk about troubling things, but we can create an atmosphere that makes talking more comfortable. Kids need to know that when they are ready to talk, their parent is ready to listen. Parents can talk about other things going on in the child’s life to give the child practice at talking about emotions. Start with positive emotions related to positive events. It is a process of teaching children words for feelings. A parent can be very deliberate about talking about their own emotions in a teaching manner. For instance, if they hear that their child has a tummy ache, the parent can say “oh, that makes me so sad that you are not feeling well. I will do everything I can to help you feel better.” Helping kids match words with feelings will serve them well for a lifetime.

Q: The nurse told me not to talk about the sexual abuse, and my child will forget about it. Is that true?

A: People will give parents a lot of advice about their child related to sexual abuse. Many of these people will mean well, but they may be ill-informed. Caution the parent to ask a trauma specialist when something doesn’t seem to ring true. Sexual assault is a trauma that will typically remain in a child’s memory. Sometimes people believe that talking about the abuse is re-traumatizing. That is generally not accurate. Talking may bring about strong emotions, but when those emotions are met with love and support, the outcome is positive. The child will learn that they can talk about the abuse, feel strong emotions, receive positive support, and feel a sense of relief. On the other hand, remaining silent about the sexual abuse may send an unintended message to the child. Kids may think that the parent doesn’t believe them, or that they are afraid to talk about the abuse, or even worse, that the parent blames them. Children will fill in the blank pieces of information if accurate information is not present. Kids need a parent who can be open to talking about the abuse whenever the child wants. It is not necessary to keep bringing it up in conversation, but take the opportunity when there are some naturally occurring circumstances to do so. For instance, if...
the television is on and a story about child sexual abuse come on, use that as an opportunity to say something like, “I am so sorry that child was sexually assaulted. I hope she has a mommy and daddy who love her and help her. I hope you know I love you and always want to help you.”

**Family Issues**

**Q:** The person who abused is my sister’s husband. She won’t even talk to me now and the family is starting to choose sides. What should I do?

**A:** When a child reports a sexual abuse, it is more likely than not a family member who is the abuser. It also is a reality that adults who abuse may groom not only the child into trusting them, but also their family and the community at large. It is no wonder that people have a difficult time believing that this person, they have grown to trust can be someone who abused a child. Everyone has a stereotypical image of who that person is. We create an image of a scary man who hides in bushes as a means of protecting our minds from thinking it could possibly be someone we know, love, and trust.

Many parents have a hard time grasping a difficult truth: The person I know, love, and trust has sexually offended. Parents have a responsibility to stay focused on their own child. Their words and actions must show support, belief, and love. Kids do not always understand the content of arguments, but they have a tendency to feel at fault for causing it. While a parent’s first instinct might be to jump into the fray of the family strife, it is far more important for them to support their child and their immediate family. It may take time for other family members to come around and believe the child. As an advocate for the child, it will be an ongoing task to assist the parent in prioritizing the needs of their child. It might help to reframe the issue this way: The child is the primary focus and all other issues are secondary. Help the parent find someone in the family who would be willing to deal with the extended family while the parent focuses on the child. Advocacy under these circumstances requires multi-tasking. Advocates must focus on the needs of the child, while giving the parent support and information. Providing that support is vital for the parent, which can, in turn, be supportive for the child.

**Q:** The person who offended is my spouse. Can I keep my child safe?

**A:** Advocacy with the spouse of the person who offended can be one of the most challenging. It is natural to always question where the loyalty lies. It is paramount to determine that the child remains safe, both physically and emotionally, from the person who abused them. The non-offending parent needs to understand and buy into the need for child safety 100 percent. Emotional safety is harder to assess. It is important that the child never doubts that the non-offending parent believes that the abuse occurred and that responsibility falls on the person who abused. The difficulty in assessing emotional safety might come into play if you learn that the non-offending parent remains in (unnecessary) contact with the person who abused.

Assurance of child physical safety is paramount. Once that is in place, have a forthright discussion about where the parent’s emotions are regarding the person who abused. It is rarely possible to turn off all emotions of love immediately. The non-offending parent needs to be able to process these mixed emotions.

Effective advocacy requires patience. Avoid dismissive or judgmental answers or statements. The temptation is to cut off the conversation by saying something that is supportive of the child, but invalidates the feeling of the parent: “How can you feel this way when he sexually abused your daughter? You have no choice but to divorce him now!” This is an exaggerated example, but is often what swirls around in one’s mind. Instead allow space for the parent to be honest and process genuine thoughts and feelings. The role of the advocate is to remain professionally distant and ask objective questions to move that thinking forward.

Avoidance is an issue for parents as well as victims. People want to avoid talking about or facing “the worst part” of whatever it is they are talking about. It is important to have the parent talk through “the worst part” in order to end avoidance. Otherwise it will be easy to not face the reality of what their spouse has done. Keep in mind that our thoughts lead to our feelings, which lead to our actions. Correct and accurate thinking is important.
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The Advocate’s Guide: Working With Parents Of Children Who Have Been Sexually Assaulted

Selected resources for parents concerning juveniles who sexually offend:


Selected websites with parent-friendly information:

• Stop It Now! http://www.stopitnow.org/parent
• Darkness to Light: http://www.d2l.org
• Parents Protect! (U.K.): Child sexual abuse warning signs http://tinyurl.com/cspZz7a
• Parents Protect! (U.K.): How can we prevent child sexual abuse? http://tinyurl.com/boy6jhu

The following pages contain Trauma-Informed Parenting (TIP) Sheets. To use as handouts, we encourage you to cut them along the dotted lines. Enclosed, the following TIP Sheets:
TRIUMA-INFORMED PARENTING (TIP) SHEET

Creating a safe space at home

Support: Be consistent about demonstrating and voicing love and support. Kids feel insecure after sexual abuse. Sometimes the person who offended gave negative messages to the child that need to be countered with loving and accurate messages.

Some examples:
- Say “I love you” more than usual.
- Slip support notes into their lunch bag.
- Take time each day for one-on-one interaction.

Boundaries: Kids of any age need to be supported in drawing boundaries around how other people interact with them. They may need direction about what is appropriate. Teach your child that everyone has a personal space or bubble that others should not enter into unless they are given permission. Be sure to explain special situations, such as going to the doctor and emergencies. Explain exceptions and allow children to ask questions. Make it a fun outdoor lesson and use sidewalk chalk to mark a circle around your child that they determine is an OK distance for others to be when talking or playing with him or her. Teach them that different people have different boundaries.

There also are boundaries around how people speak to them. Teach them about kind words and unkind words. Help them practice using kind words so that they are able to quickly determine words that are unkind and cross their boundaries without permission. Teach kids that it is OK to walk away from people who speak unkindly to them or get in their bubble. This may not be appropriate with small children, but consider it for preschool and school-age children. It can be practiced at home on a regular basis so that younger children become familiar with it as a matter of being exposed to it daily.

Discipline: Children find comfort in knowing what the rules are and what the consequences are for breaking a rule. Kids who have been sexually abused need this even more. Sexual abuse takes away all sense of control for a child. The person who abuses often tricks kids into doing things they do not understand. Victims are then threatened that they will be in trouble if they don't comply, or if they tell.

For this reason, be very verbal about the rules and chores of the house are. Have family meetings so that everyone in the household is open about the rules/chores and
the consequences for breaking the rules. Be sure to make household rules/chores age appropriate. A preschool child, for instance, cannot be responsible for washing their own laundry; but it might be appropriate for them to put their dirty laundry in the laundry basket and not on the floor. Be mindful of the number of things for which they are responsible. It is hard for some kids to remember what their chores are, so creating a chore chart often is a useful reminder. Charts with space to record a completed task are even better. It gives children a sense of accomplishment and value to the family.

The consequences to not fulfilling a responsibility or for inappropriate behavior should not be physical punishment. Children who are abused will not be able to discern the difference between abuse and loving discipline. The action will bring up emotions similar to what they felt when being abused. We do not want to pair abuse with discipline because they are not the same. Discipline shapes a child’s behavior and abuse tears down and demeans a child’s spirit. Consequences can be discussed and determined with the child. “What do you think is a fair consequence for not completing a chore on time?” Some examples might be taking away a privilege or adding an extra chore for the week. It needs to be suitable for the age of the child, but difficult enough to be seen as a consequence to misbehavior. Parents will often struggle with discipline, so connect with someone who can help you think through strategies that you are comfortable with ahead of time.

Safety: Reassure your child that you will do whatever you can to make him or her feel safe. Couple this message with assurance that the abuse was not their fault and how glad you are that they told. Kids cannot hear this message enough. Talk openly and often about safety rules. Incorporate the “no touching” rule with other rules for crossing the street, bike safety, burn prevention, etc. This helps it to be normal to openly talk about.

Routine: Children benefit from routine. If your child had a regular routine prior to the abuse being reported, try to stick with it. If they did not, create a predictable day-to-day routine. Consistent wake and sleep times are especially important. Meal and snack times at regular intervals are best. Keep a routine that your child will become accustomed to and familiar with. Routines help a child feel safe and secure. If the routine is going to change, talk to the child about it ahead of time and prepare them.

Changing inappropriate behavior: The SAFE intervention

Directing your child in appropriate play and behavior remains an important task. It can be tempting to let things slide as a sign of compassion for everything your child has just been through. Unfortunately, this may actually send the opposite message. Many children will feel uncared for if you, as their parent, do not step in and show concern. Inappropriate behavior can be common for a child who has been sexually abused. They are still learning how to deal with the emotions that come up related to the past abuse. It is not unusual for kids to choose inappropriate outlets or show emotions through inappropriate or unhealthy behaviors with others.

One easy formula to remember is the SAFE intervention:

- Stop
- Accurately describe what is wrong
- Follow the rules
- Enforce the rules

Stop the behavior that is inappropriate by telling the child to “stop,” separating the child from the interaction, or changing the environment.

Accurately describe what is wrong. Do not hesitate to specifically describe the behavior that is inappropriate. “You are touching Riley’s private parts. You need to stop.” “You are masturbating in front of other people. You need to stop.”

Follow the rules. Directly tell your child what the rules are related to the behavior. “We don’t allow children to touch each other’s private parts.” “We don’t masturbate in front of other people.”

Enforce the rules. Children need you to consistently correct inappropriate behavior. You cannot correct it only sometimes, you must consistently correct each inappropriate behavior and assist the child by enforcing the rules each time they are broken.

For example: “I am going to help you keep the rule of ‘no touching’ by having you play in the living room where I can be with you.”

From Parenting Enhancement Program: A Curriculum for Parents of Sexually Abused Kids and Adolescents by D. Yamamoto, 2004, Renton, WA: King County Sexual Assault Resource Center. ©2004 by King County Sexual Assault Resource Center. Adapted with permission.

This TIP sheet was created by DeAnn Yamamoto for use with the The Advocate’s Guide to Working with Sexually Abused Children, DeAnn Yamamoto, 2015, National Violence Resource Center.

©National Sexual Violence Resource Center 2015. All rights Reserved.
“It might be easier for you to keep the rule of no masturbating in public if you change activities right now.”

From Parenting Enhancement Program: A Curriculum for Parents of Sexually Abused Kids and Adolescents by D. Yamamoto, 2004, Renton, WA: King County Sexual Assault Resource Center. Copyright 2004 by King County Sexual Assault Resource Center. Adapted with permission.

Sometimes talking about the nightmare in waking hours will keep children from having it when they sleep. Talking about it sometimes neutralizes the fear that was creating the nightmare in the first place. The idea of rewriting the scariest part during waking hours is one way to give the child power over it.

Support
Children need to know that your support is constant. Be sure that your actions match your words. Here is an example:

If you say that what Uncle Charlie did was wrong and he needs help, then follow those words up with action. For instance: “Uncle Charlie is not going to be at Christmas dinner this year because he still needs help with the touching problem he has with kids. I am going to keep the kids safe, and ask Uncle Charlie not to come.”

Truth-telling
Children need to learn that truth-telling is the rule in the family. Make a game of teaching kids the difference between a truth and a lie. Make sure that the child knows the parent is proud that they told the truth about the sexual abuse even though they may have been told to lie. The parent needs to constantly reassure and support the child in telling the truth about the sexual abuse. Kids may get confused about this activity if they do not know that the parent believes they told the truth. Children may think their parent believes they lied, so they need to learn this game. This activity teaches children discernment and processing skills. For example: “If I told you the grass is purple, is that a truth or a lie?” “If Daddy tells you that keeping secrets is good, is that a truth or a lie?” Kids may get stuck on this one. It is good to help kids know what to do when they do not know the answer to something. If something doesn’t sound quite right, or if they do not know if it is a truth or a lie, they will learn to ask the other parent or another adult to help them. Teach kids the difference between a secret that is unhealthy and will hurt someone and a surprise that is temporary and will make the other person happy once it is revealed.

Grounding tools that parents can use
Sometimes emotions are so strong that kids feel as though they are “going crazy.” When emotions come on strong and they are with a counselor, the counselor can help them make sense of them. But when this is happening at school or with friends, they will want to learn how to keep their emotions under control. There are tools they can use to calm their mind and body down. These tools are called “grounding tools.” Grounding means that they are doing something to make them feel as though they are stable, steady and unshakable. All of these tools will distract their brain from having strong emotions and refocus it on something else.

Here are a few ideas for grounding to use when your child is overwhelmed:

- Place both feet on the floor, look around the room, and describe everything you see. You can talk out loud if you are alone or say it silently in your head if you are with others. This makes your brain focus on what is in front of you at the moment.
- Suck on a lemon. The sour taste helps to take your mind off of the emotions.
- Count backward by threes. Mental math is a good way to make your brain focus on numbers and away from emotions.
- Say the alphabet backwards.
- Name all of the states.

You can continue this list on your own when you are feeling creative. It is good to have things on the list that you think will work for children of all ages and personalities.

Belly breathing
Deep breathing can help kids relax or calm down when their emotions are running high or they are feeling anxious. It also is a good way to help kids be in tune with their bodies and how it feels. They can learn to control their bodies and learn how they react to stress. Belly breathing is taking deep breaths starting from the belly. This is different than taking short breaths from the chest, which most people do. Kids should be able to feel and see their belly move up and down when they master the skill. The chest should remain still while the belly moves up and down.
Teach kids with this step-by-step method:

1. Take a slow deep breath in from your nose or your mouth and fill your belly with air. Feel and see your belly rise up as you fill it with air.
2. Now very slowly breathe that air out as your belly empties and becomes flat again.

Things to keep in mind:
- Only your belly should be rising and falling.
- As you breathe in, your belly fills with air and goes up.
- As you exhale, or let the air go, your belly falls down.
- Your exhale (or breathing out) should be slower than breathing in.
- Try to think only of your breathing as you inhale and exhale.
- Sometimes saying a word on the inhale and saying another word on the exhale is useful. Kids can choose their own words, but suggest some so that they can get started: inhale = "up" and exhale = "out"; inhale = "breathe"; exhale = "relax." The words might have special meaning to a child. It is ideal if it is a word that helps the child to slow down. The key is to have steady and slow breathing because the goal is to lower one's anxiety.

Progressive Muscle Relaxation

Progressive Muscle Relaxation, or PMR, is a common relaxation technique that has been around for decades. The exercise below is designed to help kids relax when they feel tense or sore. The goal of the exercise is to relax all of your muscles from head to toe. That is hard to do, but PMR makes it a little easier. In PMR, you pick out certain muscles to tense up and then relax. You can start by tensing up your whole body just to practice.

1. Pretend to be a stiff robot whose muscles are stiff and tense. Hold it, hold it, hold it.
2. OK ... now pretend to be a limp stuffed animal.
3. Do it again...ROBOT ... hold it ... stiff, stiff, stiff...
4. Now be a limp STUFFIE ... relax ... flop over... go limp.
5. Now STIFF ROBOT... hold it ...
6. STUFFIE
7. Repeat it three or four times until your whole body feels relaxed, even tired.

Once you get good at the whole body, try more advanced PMR. Do the same thing where you are a ROBOT then a STUFFIE, but pick a small group of muscles and go from head to toe.

1. Scrunch up your whole face. Tense up those muscles around your eyes and eyebrows and mouth and cheeks. Hold it for five seconds; then relax them for five seconds.
2. Then move down to your chest and tummy and tense those muscle for five seconds and relax it;
3. Then move down to your legs. Tense ... and relax.
4. Continue down to the tip of your toes.

The older the child, the more detailed you can get in terms of muscle groups. You can start with the eyebrows, then the cheeks, then the nose, then the mouth... all the way down to the tips of their toes. Older children like the challenge of the smaller muscle groups.

Change the channel

Sometimes thinking about something painful or negative can lead to emotions that are both painful and negative. Kids may not be aware that our thoughts control our feelings. If you are having bad feelings, changing your thoughts will in turn change your emotions. Explain to kids that when you have a thought that leads to a negative or hurtful emotion, they can change the channel! Go back to the thought and change it to a more positive thought. For instance:

You are waiting for your mom to pick you up after school, but when you come out of the building she is not there.

You begin to think:

Child: “She forgot me.”
That thought makes you feel:
Child: sad, abandoned, lonely, scared.

If you change the channel on that thought and instead you think:

Child: “My mom is late because of traffic.”
That thought makes you feel:
Patient, understanding, curious.
Teach kids that our thoughts control our emotions, and we have the power to change the channel on both.

**Imagine your calm or peaceful place**

Kids can sometimes learn to settle their emotions by imagining themselves in a calm or peaceful place. Have your child draw a place, real or imagined, that is restful and calm. Ask them to first think of it in their minds. Ask a series of questions until they are able to draw it: “What do you see in this calm place? What is surrounding you? What is the temperature in this calm place? Is it warm or hot or cold? What do you smell? What do you feel? Turn yourself around slowly in a full circle, what do you see? As soon as you know how your calm place looks, draw it.”

**‘Freeze It’**

Sometimes when kids feel extremely worried or anxious, their thoughts and feelings become tangled together, and they are not able to make wise decisions. Often, kids don’t know what to do with this out-of-control feeling and they start to act out physically or verbally. Usually the outburst is bigger than what the current situation calls for. They might start to scream uncontrollably or cry hysterically or even throw things or hurt other kids. Kids will describe this state of being as confused, fuzzy, or crazy in their head. Stopping the tangle between the thoughts and emotions usually requires a refocus of the brain. It is almost as if the brain needs a jolt so that the thoughts and emotions can untangle.

The “Freeze It” skill, for example, involves holding an ice cube in your hand(s) which can get the brain to focus on how cold your hand is and refocus away from the fusion between thoughts and feelings. Strategies like this can be extremely helpful when trying to deal with emotions that feel out of control.

Clinicians can teach advocates this and other strategies which they in turn can teach parents to use effectively with their children.

Keep in mind also that sometimes feeling the emotions is the healthier thing to do. Kids will not be able to discern whether talking through the emotion is better than transitioning or changing the emotion. Kids will need the help of parents to guide them in this process. As a general guide, parents can be taught that it is best if a child can get to the point where they can name the emotion, talk about how it makes them feel, and allow the emotion to ride through them. This process of expressing and feeling the emotion helps the child to know they are capable of feeling, identifying, and living with strong emotions. They come to understand that they can ride the wave of the emotion and be OK. This is a very important lesson. We do not want to teach children that every time they feel a strong emotion they need to freeze it, move it to a peaceful place, or stop it. These techniques are for times when emotions seem overwhelming and nonproductive.

More information on the “Freeze It” skill and others like it can be found in the following training manuals:

- **DBT® Skills Manual for Adolescents**
  - http://tinyurl.com/mssvq96

- **DBT® Skills Training Manual, Second Edition**
  - http://tinyurl.com/l5xnnht

From Parenting Enhancement Program: A Curriculum for Parents of Sexually Abused Kids and Adolescents by D. Yamamoto, 2004, Renton, WA: King County Sexual Assault Resource Center. ©2004 by King County Sexual Assault Resource Center. Adapted with permission.
